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Abstract  

With the emergence of the new era of the 4th industrial revolution, compute-bound workloads with large 

memory footprint like big data processing increase dramatically. Even in such compute-bound workloads, 

however, we observe bulky I/Os while loading big data from storage to memory. Although file I/O cache plays 

a role of accelerating the performance of storage I/O, we found out that the cache hit rate in such environments 

is not improved even though we increase the file I/O cache capacity because of some special I/O references 

generated by compute-bound workloads. To cope with this situation, we propose a new file I/O cache 

management policy that improves the cache hit rate for compute-bound workloads significantly. Trace-driven 

simulations by replaying file I/O reference logs of compute-bound workloads show that the proposed cache 

management policy improves the cache hit rate compared to the well-acknowledged CLOCK algorithm by a 

large margin. 
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1. Introduction 

 Due to the recent technology enhancement in many-core computing technologies, large footprint 

workloads like graphic rendering and deep learning grow rapidly [1]. This is in line with the emerging era of 

the 4th Industrial Revolution, where compute-bound applications or generating high quality contents is not the 

domain of the specialized industries any longer [1, 2].  

Even in such compute-bound workloads, file I/O references for reading input files from data storage or 

writing output files to storage may be a performance bottleneck [3, 4]. This is because accessing data storage 

via I/O is about five to six orders of magnitude slower than computing in processor cores [3, 5]. File I/O cache 

is a well-known technique to buffer the speed gap between data storage and computing cores. In file I/O cache, 

data files accessed from the data storage are stored in a portion of DRAM memory called file I/O cache, which 

can be reused without storage accesses in case the same files are used again in the future [6, 7]. As the size of 

the file I/O cache is not infinite, a certain amount of data files in the file I/O cache should be discarded in order 

to maintain new data files in case the cache space is exhausted. This article makes an observation that file I/O 
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cache for conventional systems does not behave efficiently for compute-bound workloads, and proposes a new 

file I/O cache management policy customized for compute-bound workloads.  

To this end, this article gathers file I/O logs while running a certain number of compute-bound workloads 

and analyzes their characteristics. By this analysis, we categorize file I/O patterns in the logs into 3 types. The 

1st is the sequential read references that happens when the workload begins its launch. The 2nd reference type 

is the multiple read references including loop and temporally co-related. As compute-bound workloads 

generally execute long computations after a bulk of storage I/O, this type of file references is utilized as input 

files for computations. The 3rd reference type is sequential write references. This occurs due to the file writes 

after the completion of computing.  

Our observations exhibit that the aforementioned file I/O reference patterns of compute-bound workloads 

deteriorate the performance of the file I/O cache significantly. To resolve this issue, this article proposes a new 

file I/O cache policy to enhance the file I/O performance of compute-bound workloads by making use of the 

observation results of I/O logs. Our experimental results based on log replaying simulations show that the 

presented file I/O cache policy enhances the file I/O performance of compute-bound workloads by an average 

of 96% in comparison with the current system adopting the CLOCK algorithm. 

 

              

(a) Traditional workloads                         (b) Compute-bound workloads 

Figure 1. The cache hit rate of the file I/O cache. 

 

2. File I/O Cache Performance in Compute-bound Workloads 

In this section, we depict the performance of traditional file I/O cache when running conventional workloads 

in comparison with compute-bound workloads, and argue that the traditional file I/O cache does not perform 

well for compute-bound workloads.  

Figures 1(a) shows the cache hit rate of conventional workloads as the cache capacity increases. Note that 

this experiment has been performed with the conventional file I/O cache settings by making use of the CLOCK 

algorithm. In this experiment, the x-axis is scaled relative to the total referenced file capacity of workloads. 

That is, 100% in the x-axis shows the configuration that the entire referenced files of the workload can be 

maintained in the file I/O cache at the same time, without incurring eviction of cached items. This is an identical 

condition with the infinite capacity cache, where any cache management policies result in the same cache hit 

rate, not being possible in real world situations. Usually, the capacity of the file I/O cache in real environments 

is often configured to smaller than 50%, where removal happens essentially after the warm-up period of the 
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system. As we see from Figure 1(a), the cache hit rate of the file I/O cache increases as the cache capacity 

becomes large in conventional workloads. 

From now on, let us discuss the cache hit rate of compute-bound workloads. Figure 1(b) shows the cache 

hit rate for similar settings of Figure 1(a). As we see, the curves form almost horizontal lines when the cache 

capacity is not large enough. The performance improvement can be seen only after the enough capacity cache 

is provided at the right side of the figures. This implies that the file I/O cache performance in compute-bound 

workloads does not improve if the capacity of the file I/O cache is not large enough to preserve a certain portion 

of hot referenced files of the workload. For this reason, traditional file I/O cache policies are not efficient to 

use in compute-bound workload environments. This article aims to design an efficient file I/O cache 

management policy for compute-bound workloads, thereby improving the cache hit rate gradually as the 

capacity of the file I/O cache grows. To do so, we anatomize the file I/O reference logs of compute-bound 

workloads and suggest a file I/O cache management policy considering the observation results. 

 

3. File I/O Cache Management for Compute-bound Workloads 

To see the effectiveness of file I/O cache in compute-bound workloads, this article anatomizes the file I/O 

reference logs of two compute-bound workloads. Through this analysis, the three types of reference 

characteristics have been observed. First, the sequential read references while launching the workloads have 

been classified. Actually, these references cannot contribute to improving file I/O cache performances since 

they are referenced only once. Note that caching is effective only when data files are referenced again in the 

future. However, we can consider these reference patterns as long looping references because the same data 

files will be re-referenced in case the workload will run again in future. We anatomize these references and 

observe that they are files for configuring workload launching. The second reference type is multiple read 

references including loop and temporally co-related. As compute-bound workloads are typically composed of 

short file I/O references and long computation periods, this type of file references will be used as input files 

for computations. Note that these multiple read references are composed of short looping references and 

temporally co-related references. The third reference type is sequential write references. This occurs due to the 

file writing after the completion of computations, thereby flushing to storage. Since the three reference types 

we anatomized can be classified based on the attributes of files, this article aim to manage the file I/O cache 

customized for compute-bound workloads through the reference types of data files.  

When various reference types are mixed in file I/O references, partitioning the file I/O cache regions for 

each reference type and utilizing proper policies will be efficient. This article divides the file I/O cache regions 

by making use of the expected performance benefit of each reference type while workload runs and makes use 

of suitable caching policies.  

First, if a data file has been referenced and is not used again, we call this type of data the single-reference 

data, and we do not maintain such type of data in the file I/O cache. This is because expected performance 

benefit is 0 when we store such data in the file I/O cache. Second, if a looping reference type is classified, we 

assign a new cache region based on the period of the references considering the expected performance benefit. 

To this end, some literatures detect reference types, but this causes large overhead of online management [8]. 

Thus, instead of instant detection, this article makes use of the file I/O reference characteristics already 

anatomized in compute-bound workloads for managing the file I/O cache with low overhead. 

Our file I/O cache is composed of a configuring region C for sequential read references that happen while 

launching the workload, and a short looping reference region S, and a temporally co-related reference region 
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T. It does not allocate a file I/O cache region for sequential write references as they are not effective in 

improving cache performances. Instead, we assign a certain size of buffer area for temporarily buffering the 

data files to be flushed to storage and remove them right after written to storage. The capacities of the cache 

regions C, S, and T are periodically adjusted based on the contribution of each region to the cache hit rate.  

Our policy utilizes the history buffers C’, S’, and T’ to estimate the effectiveness of the corresponding 

regions C, S, and T, respectively, and resizes each region. The history buffers predict the performance benefit 

of each region when the capacity of the cache region grows. In particular, history buffers only maintain the 

attributes of files discarded recently from the corresponding regions. By utilizing the attributes of the discarded 

file data, our policy can evaluate the performance benefit of the region in case its capacity grows. If frequent 

references are monitored in the history buffers of a certain region, our policy increases the capacity of the 

corresponding region to enhance the cache hit rate of that region. As the total cache capacity is limited, the 

capacity of other regions need to be adjusted together when the capacity of a certain region grows due to 

frequent references in its ghost buffers. Assume that data files in C’ are referenced frequently. Then, our policy 

increases the capacity of C to store more configuring files in the cache, and then decreases the capacities of S 

and T. As a result, the capacity of the history buffer C’ is reduced. This is because the cache hit rate of the total 

file I/O cache can be predicted if the total capacity of the history buffer and the corresponding region will be 

the full capacity of the file I/O cache. Previous studies also used some types of history buffers and the overhead 

of history buffers is known to be small enough since they need only the attributes of data files, which is smaller 

than tens of bytes whereas an actual data file is at least 4 kilobytes [9, 10].  

Now, let us explain the details of the proposed policy. If a data file is retrieved and needs to be stored in the 

file I/O cache, our policy checks the attributes of the file and the reference type of the file referenced. If it is a 

sequential write reference for storing the computation output, our policy adds it to the buffer area. As 

aforementioned, data files maintained in the buffer area will be flushed to storage soon, so they exist 

temporarily in the buffer and will be discarded. Otherwise, data files are added to the configuring region C, 

short looping reference region S, or a temporally co-related reference region T based on their file attributes. 

As data files in C and S generate looping references, the most recently used data is discarded first if removal 

is necessary. The reason is that the least recently used data will be reused first in the looping reference patterns 

[8]. In contrast, when removal is necessary in the T region, we evict the least recently used item as it is known 

to perform well in workloads with temporally co-related references [8].  

If the requested data file already exists in the file I/O cache, it can be found either in C, S, or T region. In 

case the data file is in either C or S region, it is essentially a part of a looping reference pattern, so we decrease 

its priority to the lowest in that region as it will be re-referenced farthest. If the requested data file is found in 

the T region, we raise its priority to the highest in that region. Even if the requested data file does not exist in 

the file I/O cache, the attribute of the data file can be found in the history buffer. In such a case, the capacity 

of the history buffer as well as the actual region are adjusted appropriately. For re-balancing the total file I/O 

cache, our policy adjusts the capacity of the other regions as well. There are three cases that the attribute of a 

data file is found in the history buffer. First, in case the requested data file exists in C’ history buffer, the 

capacity of C increases, and the capacity of C’ is reduced by the same amount. The capacity of S or T is 

decreased and the capacities of their corresponding history buffers are adjusted accordingly. Second, when the 

requested data file exists in the S’ ghost buffer, the capacity of S increases and the capacity of S’ is reduced 

by the same amount. Then, the capacities of other regions and their history buffers are adjusted accordingly. 

Third, when the requested data file exists in the T’ history buffer, the capacity of T increases, and its history 

buffer decreases by the same amount. Our policy also adjusts the capacities of other regions and their history  
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buffers accordingly. Figure 2 depicts the conceptual flow of our file I/O cache. 

 

4. Simulation Experiments 

To validate the performance of the proposed policy, trace-driven simulations have been conducted with file 

I/O workload logs. The system we executed the workloads is a desktop consisting of Intel i7-7700 4-core CPU 

with 8KB cache memory, 4GB DRAM, and 192MB/s SATA HDD. The size of file I/O cache assigned to the 

workloads is about 1GB. We used Linux Ubuntu 16.04 as our OS. The file I/O workload logs were collected 

at the system call layer while the workloads ran. We compare our policy with the CLOCK replacement policy. 

Figure 3 shows the cache hit rate of CLOCK and the proposed policy that we call CPC (Caching Policy for 

Compute-bound workloads) as the file I/O cache capacity changes. As we see from this figure, CPC exhibits 

better cache hit rate than CLOCK for all workload cases. As compute-bound workloads have a lot of short 

looping references, CLOCK does not exhibit good results when the file I/O cache is small for maintaining the 

looping references. This is because file data are removed before referenced again if the file I/O cache is smaller 

than the loop size. CLOCK shows good performances only when the file I/O cache is large enough to maintain 

the entire looping references. For this reason, growing the file I/O cache size does not result in the performance 

gain until a certain large capacity.  

Specifically, the performance improvement of the proposed CPC policy is 96% on average and up to 192% 

against CLOCK. Our simulation result has shown that CLOCK also performs reasonably well if the file I/O 

cache is large enough. However, this may not be the case in real system environments because of the evolution 

of workloads as time goes on. Please, note that the performance benefit of CPC is gradual as the file I/O cache 

capacity increases and this is independent of the size of workloads to be executed in the system. 

 

 

Figure 2. A conceptual flow of our file I/O cache. 

   
(a) workload 1                                     (b) workload 2 

Figure 3. The cache hit rate of CIC compared to CLOCK. 
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5. Conclusion 

This article proposed CPC, a file I/O cache management policy customized for compute-bound workloads. 

In our preliminary analysis, we found out that compute-bound workloads show a certain special file reference 

characteristics, which deteriorates the cache hit rate of the file I/O cache seriously. To cope with this situation, 

this article suggested a new file I/O caching policy, which partitions the cache regions for each reference type 

according to the contribution of each type of references to the performance enhancement, and monitors the 

assigned cache regions for resizing them based on workload evolutions. Trace-driven simulations showed that 

CIC performs better than the well-known CLOCK policy with respect to the cache hit rate by 96% on average 

and up to 192%. 
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